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Abstract
An active bath, made of self-propelling units, is a nonequilibrium medium in
which the Einstein relation D = μkBT between the mobility μ and the diffusiv-
ity D of a tracer particle cannot be expected to hold a priori. We consider here
heavy tracers for which these coefficients can be related to correlation functions
which we estimate. We show that, to a good approximation, an Einstein relation
does hold in an active bath upon using a different temperature which is defined
mechanically, through the pressure exerted on the tracer.

Keywords: active matter, nonequilibrium physics, Stokes–Einstein relation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

Since the seminal experiments of Wu and Libchaber [1], the diffusion of a tracer particle is
known to be enhanced when it is placed in an active bath composed of self-propelled enti-
ties (bacteria in the experiment). Quantifying this effect is important to understand biological
processes such as transport within a cell and to take advantage of the enhanced mixing at the
microscopic scale due to the active bath [2, 3]. It has given rise to many experimental [4–12]
and theoretical works [13–22]. In the case of bacterial baths, an enhanced diffusivity due to
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either direct collisions [11, 13, 20] or far-field hydrodynamic interactions [14–18] has been
proposed to account for the experimental measurements.

Whatever the type of interactions, the diffusivity of the tracer is strongly enhanced—e.g.
by two orders of magnitude in reference [1]—while its mobility is not affected much. Indeed,
most active suspensions are relatively dilute so that the drag force exerted by the active particles
is small compared to that exerted by the surrounding fluid. Diffusion and mobility thus have
different origins, respectively in the active particles and the surrounding fluid, so that we do not
expect them to be related by an Einstein relation as in equilibrium. However, we do expect that
if we look at the drag force and noise imparted only by the surrounding fluid, they will be related
via the fluctuation–dissipation theorem. Similarly, the active bath imparts drag and noise on
the tracer, though their relationship is not as simple since the active bath is out of equilibrium.
Multiple methods have been developed to understand the effect of the active bath, for example
using modern developments in nonequilibrium linear response theory for weakly interacting
tracers [23–25] or by a perturbative analysis of the stochastic equations of motion for soft
tracers [26–28]. However, in the experimentally relevant limit of hard, strongly interacting
tracers, the effect of an active bath on the diffusion and mobility remains largely unexplored.

With this in mind, we study in this article the effect of an active bath on both diffusion
and mobility. To this end, we consider an underdamped tracer subject to passive noise and
damping from a surrounding fluid and to the collisions with active Brownian particles (ABPs).
We work in the limit of heavy tracers, so that standard projection operator methods [29, 30]
allow us to write the noise and damping due to the active bath as fixed-tracer correlation
functions, which we evaluate. To highlight similarities and differences, we first consider a
bath of passive Brownian particles (PBPs) for which the Einstein relation D = μkBT between
the mobility μ and diffusion coefficient D of the tracer directly follows from the Boltzmann
distribution. However, an alternate derivation based only on mechanical quantities is possi-
ble. From this alternative perspective, the origin of the temperature in the Einstein relation
comes from the ideal gas law, where it plays the role of the proportionality constant between
pressure and density: Π = ρ0kBT. In the active case, along similar lines we can introduce a
mechanically-defined ‘active temperature’ Ta via the relationship between pressure and den-
sity, Ta = Π/(ρ0kB), where Π is now the mechanical pressure exerted by the active bath on the
tracer. We find that, to a good approximation that becomes exact for large tracers, the damping
and noise due to the active bath obey an Einstein-like relation involving the active temperature.
The full D and μ are then related by a combination of active and passive contributions.

In this study, we consider only spherical tracers. For tracers with a different shape, the
physics is expected to be different since they generically induce long-range (power-law decay-
ing) disturbances in an active bath [31, 32]. If the tracer has a polar shape, it will even be
spontaneously propelled by the bath, an effect well-established in experiments [33–35]. We
work here in two or three spatial dimensions (all simulations are in d = 2). Specific effects
come into play in d = 1 that have been recently explored in references [36, 37].

The paper is organized as follows: in section 1 we introduce the microscopic model. In
section 2 we relate the damping and noise due to the bath to correlation functions involving
the force on a fixed tracer which we compute in section 3. Finally in section 4 we compute the
diffusivity and mobility of the tracer and conclude with a discussion in section 5.

1. The model

We consider a tracer with position and velocity (R, V) in a bath of either PBPs or ABPs. The
ensemble is itself in a surrounding fluid at temperature T that induces a friction of coefficient
γT and γB on the tracer and bath particles respectively.
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The tracer moves according to the Langevin equation

mV̇ = F − γTV +
√

2DTξ(t) (1)

with Gaussian white noise 〈ξα(t)ξβ(0)〉 = δ(t)δαβ and DT = TγT the noise strength due to the
surrounding fluid (here and henceforth we use units such that kB = 1). F =

∑
i Fi is the total

force imparted by the bath particles, which is the sum of all the forces Fi due to each particle i.
We assume the bath particles to have an overdamped dynamics. Each bath particle i then

follows either one of the two dynamics

ṙi = −μBFi + μBfi +
√

2DBξi(t), (PBP) (2)

ṙi = −μBFi + μBfi + vui, (ABP), (3)

where fi is the force exerted by the other bath particles on particle i. In the passive case, the
particle feels a Gaussian white noise with 〈ξiα(t)ξ jβ(0)〉 = δ(t)δαβδi j and DB = μBT with μB =
1/γB while in the active case it is replaced by a self-propulsion at speed v0 in direction ui per-
forming rotational diffusion on the unit sphere. In d = 2, this simply reads ui = (cos θi, sin θi)
and θ̇i =

√
2Drηi(t) with ηi a delta-correlated unit-variance Gaussian white noise and Dr the

rotational diffusion coefficient. Note that in general the rotational diffusion can stem from the
active dynamics and thus Dr is not related to the temperature.

We consider hardcore interactions between the tracer and bath particles, implemented using
the algorithm of reference [38]. On the contrary, among themselves, bath particles interact via
a truncated harmonic potential, fi = −∇ri V with V =

∑
i< j

k
2 (σB − |ri − r j|)2 if |ri − r j| < σB

and V = 0 otherwise. This allows us to vary the bath transport properties by tuning the interac-
tion strength k while we keep the number density ρ0 = 1 fixed. Without loss of generality, we
choose the interaction radius of a bath particle σB = 1, thereby fixing the length unit and work
in energy units such that kB = 1. The interaction radius between the tracer and the bath parti-
cles is denoted σ and is a parameter of the model. We choose the time unit such that DB = 1
for both PBPs and ABPs. In the later case, DB = v2/(2Dr) = vlp/2 where lp = v/Dr is the
persistence length. We fix v = 2 and Dr = 0.5 such that both DB and lp are unity.

2. Effective tracer dynamics

When the motion of the tracer is slow compared to the bath relaxation time, the effect of the
bath on the tracer dynamics can be included in an effective equation of motion. To derive this
reduced equation for the tracer, we use standard projection operator techniques [29, 30, 39].
Details can be found in appendix A. Here, we outline the main steps, following closely the
original exposition for equilibrium fluids [40].

We begin with the Fokker–Planck equation for the probability distribution of the joint posi-
tion of the tracer in its phase space (R, P) and the positions of the overdamped Brownian bath
particles {ri} [29],

∂tP(R, P, ri) = LTP(R, P, ri) + LBP(R, P, ri), (4)

where the Fokker–Planck operators LT and LB generate the tracer dynamics and the bath
dynamics, respectively, in accordance with the Langevin dynamics in equations (1)–(3).

To extract the slow tracer dynamics, we introduce an operator P that removes the bath
(LBP = PLB = 0) by projecting the bath onto its steady-state distribution conditioned on the

3
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position of the slow tracer πB(ri|R), which is defined as the solution of LBπB(ri|R) = 0:

PP(R, P, ri) = πB(ri|R)
∫ ∏

i

dri P(R, P, ri). (5)

By applyingP and the orthogonal projectorQ = I − P onto the Fokker–Planck equation (4),
we arrive at a pair of coupled equations for the relevant PP and irrelevant QP parts of the
distribution

∂tPP = PLTPP + PLTQP (6)

∂tQP = QLBQP +QLTPP +QLTQP. (7)

Systematically solving for the irrelevant partQP assuming that the bath relaxation is fast results
in a closed equation for the tracer’s evolution,

∂tPP = PLTPP + PLTQ
∫ ∞

0
ds eLBsQLTPP. (8)

The remainder of the derivation requires evaluating each sequence of operators, assuming
spherically symmetric particles.

In the end, we find that the effect of the bath can be encapsulated by an additional Gaussian
white noise with strength Dp and friction γp (the subscript ‘p’ stands for ‘projected’) such that

mV̇ = −(γT + γp)V +
√

2(DT + Dp)ξ(t) (9)

with coefficients given by the integrals of two-time correlation functions

γp ≡ −1
d

∫ ∞

0
〈F(t) · ∇ log πB(0)〉B dt; Dp ≡ 1

d

∫ ∞

0
〈F(t) · F(0)〉B dt,

(10)

where 〈·〉B is the average over the bath’s steady-state distribution πB with tracer fixed at the
origin, and d the dimension of space.

To characterize the tracer dynamics we investigate two experimentally-accessible parame-
ters, the mobility μ and the diffusivity D. The mobility is defined as the response to a small
constant force (say along the x-axis) f = f ex ,

μ ≡ lim
f→0

〈Vx〉 f

f
, (11)

where 〈·〉 f is the steady-state average in presence of the pulling force. The diffusion coefficient
is defined as the rate of growth of the mean squared displacement

D ≡ lim
t→∞

1
2dt

〈(R(t) − R(0))2〉 = 1
d

∫ ∞

0
〈V(t) · V(0)〉dt. (12)

For the effective dynamics in equation (9), we can obtain analytic expressions for these
quantities. It is first straightforward to show that μ = 1/(γT + γp). Furthermore, the steady-
state solution of equation (9) is like a Maxwell distribution for the tracer velocity, except with
an effective temperature determined by kinematic parameters:

πV (V) ∝ e
− mV2

2Teff ; Teff ≡
DT + Dp

γT + γp
. (13)
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An Einstein-like relation then follows from a first-order perturbation theory. Indeed, linear
response directly gives that [41]

μ = − 1
m

∫ ∞

0

〈
Vx(t)

∂πV (0)
∂Vx

〉
dt. (14)

One then obtains, using the distribution of equation (13),

μ = βeff

∫ ∞

0
〈Vx(t)Vx(0)〉dt = D/Teff, (15)

where the last equality follows from the spherical symmetry of the steady state.
All in all, we see that the knowledge of the bath coefficients γp and Dp is enough to compute

μ, Teff and thus D from equation (15). To this end, we study in section 3 the correlators that
appear in the definitions of γp and Dp before turning to D and μ in section 4.

3. Force autocorrelation

The friction γp and noise strength Dp characterizing the bath, defined in equation (10), are
expressed as the time integral of the correlation functions 〈F(t) · ∇ log πB(0)〉B and 〈F(t) ·
F(0)〉B respectively.

For a passive bath, one can use the Boltzmann distribution to relate the two correlation
functions. Let us denote by VHC the hardcore potential between the tracer and the bath particles.
Then using that at equilibrium πB ∝ e−VHC/T , we find that ∇ log πB = − 1

T ∇VHC = F so that
the two correlation functions are proportional with a factor T. After integration, one recovers
the fluctuation–dissipation theorem Dp = Tγp. The implication of this calculation is that to
determine the two coefficients, γp and Dp, it is enough to compute the force autocorrelation,
which we do in section 3.1.

For active baths, which we discuss in section 3.2, the above reasoning does not hold since the
bath particles are not distributed according to the Boltzmann distribution. Nonetheless, for non-
interacting active particles, we find that a similar relation holds approximately, Dp ≈ Taγp with
an ‘active temperature’ Ta defined as a mechanical quantity. Again, it is then enough to compute
the force autocorrelation, which we do in the limits of small and large tracers compared to the
persistence length of the active particles.

3.1. Passive bath

Let us first compute the force autocorrelation 〈F(t) · F(0)〉B for non-interacting bath particles.
The element of force dF exerted on a surface element dS of the tracer around point r (with the
origin at the center of the tracer) is given by the ideal gas law dF(0) = −TρB(r)dS r

|r| with ρB

the density of bath particles around a fixed tracer. All particles being independent, contributions
to the force autocorrelation come about only due to the same particle returning multiple times
to the surface. Denoting the transition probability for a single particle in the presence of a tracer
of size σ as Pσ(r′, t|r, 0), the element of force exerted at time t on surface dS′ around r′ is again
given by the ideal gas law dF(t) = −TPσ(r′, t|r, 0)dS′ r′

|r′ | . Integrating over the surface ST of
the tracer reads

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B =

∫
ST

dS′
∫
ST

dS T2 r · r′

|r‖r′|Pσ(r′, t|r, 0)ρB(r). (16)

5
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Figure 1. Force autocorrelation for a bath of PBP for varying σ for soft interaction
k = 10 (left) and harder interaction k = 200 (center). Simulations in 2d are compared
to the analytic solution equation (20). Right: pair correlation in the fluid showing the
increase of the correlation length when k increases. ρ0 = 1, T = 1, time step dt = 0.003
and system size 100 × 100.

Using the spherical symmetry, we can reduce equation (16) to a particle starting on the x-axis
at r = σex and write, using that anywhere outside the tracer ρB(r) = ρ0, the average density,

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B = Sd−1σ
d−1ρ0T2

∫
ST

dS′ cos θPσ(r′, t|σex , 0), (17)

where θ is the angle between r and the x-axis and Sd is the solid angle of a d-dimensional
sphere so that the area of the tracer is Sd−1σ

d−1. Finally, we rescale the length by σ in the
integral, and recognize that Pσ(r′/σ, t|ex , 0) can be replaced by the solution of the diffusion
equation around a unit tracer with unit diffusion coefficient, but with diffusively rescaled time
(1/σd)P1(r, tDB/σ|ex , 0):

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B = Sd−1σ
d−2ρ0T2

∫
Sd−1

dS′ cos θP1

(
r′,

tDB

σ2
|ex , 0

)
. (18)

The integral on the rhs of equation (18) now runs over the solid angle of a sphere Sd−1 and is
a dimensionless function of the dimensionless time t̃ = tDB/σ

2 so that we can write

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B = Sd−1σ
d−2ρ0T2g(tDB/σ

2);

g(̃t) ≡
∫
Sd−1

dS′ cos θP1(r′, t̃|ex , 0). (19)

The function g can be obtained by solving the diffusion equation around the unit sphere. An
explicit expression in terms of Bessel functions is obtained for d = 2 in appendix B. From
figure 1, we see that is displays a power-law behavior g(̃t) ∼ t̃−1/2 at short times crossing over
at t̃ ≈ 1 to g(̃t) ∼ t̃−2.

If the tracer is large enough, the previous calculation also applies straightforwardly to inter-
acting particles, once we recognize that the only hydrodynamic mode in the bath is the density
of particles [42]. Indeed, on scales longer than the bath’s correlation length and time, the bath’s
particle density follows the diffusion equation ∂tρB = Dc∇2ρB with a collective diffusion coef-
ficient Dc. On this scale, this is a full description of the system, which is thus equivalent to
non-interacting particles with a diffusion coefficient Dc. One can then repeat the previous
derivation, using that the mechanical pressure on the tracer is now Π = Dcρ0/μB and obtain

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B = Sd−1σ
d−2ρ0T

Dc

μB
g

(
Dct
σ2

)
. (20)

6
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Figure 2. Left: force autocorrelation for a bath of PBP at fixed σ = 6 for varying inter-
action strength k showing a good collapse using the collective diffusion Dc. Parameters:
ρ0 = 1, T = 1, dt = 0.003 and system size L = 100. Right: Dc(k) measured in relax-
ation experiments: we start from an inhomogeneous striped initial condition ρB(x) =
(1 − α)ρ0 if x < L/2 and ρB(x) = (1 + α)ρ0 if x > L/2 with α = 0.1 and extract Dc

from the decay of the first Fourier mode q = (2π/L, 0), such that ρ̂B(q, t) ∝ e−q2Dct.
Parameters: L = 100, dt = 10−3, ρ0 = 1.

Compared to equation (19), note that only one of the prefactor T was converted in Dc/μB in
equation (20). Indeed, following the reasoning that lead to equation (19), the initial element
of force dF(0) is proportional to Dc/μB but the one at time t, which corresponds to a single
particle returning to the tracer, exerts a pressure proportional to T.

Let us now compare the predictions of equation (20) with results from numerical simulations
in 2d. We first look at the effect of the tracer size σ in figure 1 by showing the measured
force autocorrelation rescaled as in equation (20) and comparing with the analytic expression
obtained for a non-interacting bath. For soft interaction k = 10 (left panel), the agreement is
excellent. For harder interactions k = 200 (center panel), one observes a deviation for small
tracers. This is hardly surprising since, as shown in figure 1 (right), pair correlations in the bath
extend over a larger distance as k increases. For k = 200, we see that correlations extend over
≈3 particle radii, consistent with the deviations from scaling, which is expected only when the
tracer is larger than the correlation length of the bath.

In figure 2 we vary k at a fixed tracer size σ = 6, larger than the correlation length for the
range of k values tested. We observe an excellent agreement in the whole range. The collective
diffusion coefficient Dc used to rescale the curves both in figures 1 and 2 is computed inde-
pendently in relaxation experiments: starting with an inhomogeneous initial condition (in our
case a stripe), the Fourier mode q of the density field decays as ρ̂B(q, t) ∝ e−Dcq2t which allows
us to extract Dc from the rate of exponential decay. The resulting values of Dc are plotted in
figure 2 (right). Note that the collective diffusion coefficient increases by a factor of 30 when
varying k from 0 to 200 which thus provides a significant test of equation (20). For larger k
values, the correlation length diverges rapidly and our theory does not apply anymore.

3.2. Non-interacting active bath

Contrary to the passive case, one cannot resort to the Boltzmann distribution to relate γp and the
force autocorrelation for active particles. To proceed, let us consider non-interacting particles
for which the correlator in γp can be written as an integral over the configuration of a single
particle (position r and orientation u) instead of a full microscopic configuration of the bath.
This reads

7
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Figure 3. Left: pressure on the tracer due to a bath of non-interacting ABPs as a func-
tion of tracer size σ from which the active temperature Ta = Π/ρ0 is defined. The dashed
and dotted line indicate the two asymptotic regimes considered in the text. Parameters:
v = 2, lr = 1, ρ0 = 1. dt = 3 × 10−4 and L = 10 for σ < 1. dt = 3 × 10−3 and L = 60
for σ > 1. Right: density profile near the tracer for varying tracer size showing an
exponential decay over a small distance. Parameters: ρ0 = 1, v = 2, lp = 1, L = 100,
dt = 3 × 10−3.

〈F(t) · ∇ log πB(0)〉B =

∫
dr

∫
du

∫
dr′

∫
du′

×
[
F(r′, u′) · ∇πB(r, u)P A

σ (r′, u′, t|r, u, 0)
]

, (21)

where the spatial integrations run over all space and the orientation ones over the unit sphere
and F(r′, u′) is the force exerted on the tracer by a particle at position r′ with orientation u′. We
have added a superscript A to the conditional probability PA

σ to distinguish it from the passive
case of section 3.1. To make progress, we can use that, for a hard tracer, ∇πB is non-zero only
close to the surface where the probability distribution πB(r, u) goes rapidly from 0 inside the
tracer to its bulk value ρ0/Sd−1 (in the bulk all directions are equiprobable). Although hard to
prove rigorously, it is clear numerically, as shown in figure 3 where the density ρB =

∫
duπB

reachesρ0 exponentially on a scale smaller thanσ. On the contrary, PA
σ varies smoothly over this

range so that we can restrict the integration
∫

dr to the surface of the tracer. The integration∫
dr′ is also restricted to the surface since F(r′, u′) vanishes elsewhere. Equation (21) thus

simplifies to

〈F(t) · ∇ log πB(0)〉B ≈
∫
ST

dS
∫

du
∫
ST

dS′
∫

du′

×
[

F(r′, u′) ·
(

ρ0

Sd−1

r
|r|

)
P A
σ (r′, u′, t|r, u, 0)

]
. (22)

We can now use the ideal gas law to relate equation (22) to the force autocorrelation. The
mechanical pressure due to non-interacting active particles is a well-defined, measurable, quan-
tity [43]. Let us then introduce the ‘active temperature’ Ta such that the pressure on the tracer
is Π = Taρ0. As in section 3.1, the term −Taρ0

r
|r| is then the element of force at time t = 0 so

that equation (22) reduces to the force autocorrelation up to a factor 1/Ta, i.e.

〈F(t) · ∇ log πB(0)〉B ≈ 1
Ta

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B. (23)

This implies that Dp = Taγp and both can be determined from the force autocorrelation.

8
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Figure 4. Force autocorrelation for a non-interacting active bath for varying σ. One
observes to regimes with different scaling. For large σ (left) the physics is the same as
for a passive fluid. The physics at small σ (right), on the contrary, comes purely from
the activity. Parameters: v = 2, lr = 1. L = 150 and dt = 3 × 10−3 (left). L = 15 and
dt = 4 × 10−4 (right).

Note that the approximation sign in equation (23) comes from the fact that ∇πB(r, u) �= 0
over a finite range near the surface of the tracer. For a passive fluid the dependence in
u disappears and ∇πB(r) = 0 strictly everywhere except at the surface of the tracer so
that equation (23) becomes an equality in the passive case. The temperature entering the
fluctuation–dissipation relation Dp = Tγp can thus be seen as coming from the ideal gas law.

In addition to replacing T by Ta, another important difference with the passive case is that
the conditional probability PA

σ(r′, u′, t|r, u, 0) appearing in the correlators needs to be computed
for an ABP instead of a PBP. In general, this is not possible analytically and in the following
we look separately at the limits when the tracer is either very large or very small compared to
the persistence length of the ABPs.

3.2.1. Large tracer. On time scales larger than the persistence time τp = D−1
r , an ABP looses

its orientation and is thus effectively diffusing. For large tracers σ � lp, with lp = ντ p the
persistence length, the ABP is thus diffusive before it can leave ballistically the tracer (which
happens in a time ∼ σ/v). In this case, the motion approaches that of a passive particles and
thus PA

σ = Pσ (the dependence on u′ and u in PA
σ simply becomes irrelevant and can be inte-

grated out). Moreover, as shown in figure 3, the pressure on the tracer approaches that on a flat
wall [43], giving Ta =

v2

2DrμB
. The force autocorrelation is then the same as in the passive case

equation (18) upon replacing T by Ta so that

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B = Sd−1σ
d−2ρ0T2

a g

(
tDB

σ2

)
, (24)

where DB ≡ μBTa is the bare diffusion coefficient of an ABP.
Figure 4 (left) verifies equation (24) numerically in d = 2. One observes that indeed, upon

increasing σ, the autocorrelation approaches the same analytical solution as in section 3.1 for
a passive bath. The discrepancy at small t is the signature of the finite persistence of the active
particles. However, as σ increases, the finite persistence becomes negligible in units of diffusive
time σ2/DB.

3.2.2. Small tracer. In the opposite limit, when σ � lp, an ABP initially in contact with the
tracer will move far away before changing its orientation. We then expect the relevant time scale
to be the ballistic time to leave the tracer σ/v. Moreover, in this regime the active temperature
Ta depends on the tracer size Ta =

vσ
πμB

in d = 2 as shown numerically in figure 3 and reference

9
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[44]. Consistent with this, the scaling that is observed numerically in figure 4 (right) is of the
form

〈F(t) · F(0)〉B = σd−2T2
a ρ0h

( tv
σ

)
, (25)

and we find numerically in d = 2 that h(t) ≈ 1.5 e−t. Note that the scalings with σ, both in time
and in amplitude (because Ta depends on σ) are different from the large-tracer case above.

4. Mobility and diffusivity of the tracer

The coefficients Dp and γp appearing in the effective dynamics of the tracer equation (9)
are obtained by time-integrating the force autocorrelation. For the three cases considered in
section 3, integrating equations (20), (24) and (25) yield respectively

Dp = c
σdTρ0

μB
= Tγp (passive) (26)

Dp = c
σdTaρ0

μB
= Taγp (active)σ � lp (27)

Dp = c′
σdTaρ0

μB
= Taγp (active) σ � lp (28)

with the constants c = Sd−1
d

∫∞
0 g(t)dt and c′ = π

d

∫∞
0 h(t)dt. The three expressions above are

strikingly similar. The differences between these systems are contained in the temperature T
or Ta (which can depend on σ) and the geometric constant c or c′. In the passive case, the
collective diffusion coefficient Dc that appears in the force autocorrelation drops out at the
integration. The dynamics of the tracer is thus blind to the interactions in the bath.

From there, we can compute the diffusivity and mobility of the tracer from section 2 which
gives

μ =
1

γT + γp
; D =

DT + Dp

(γT + γp)2
. (29)

Let us first consider the case γT = 0, meaning that the surrounding fluid does not affect the
tracer. This is probably not the most common situation but provides a good test for the effect
of the bath on both μ and D. We show results with γT �= 0 at the end of this section. For the
passive bath or the active bath with σ � lp, the predictions from equations (26) and (27) are
the same

μ =
μB

cρ0σd
; D =

DB

cρ0σd
. (30)

In d = 2 we obtain c = π (see appendix B). The active case with small tracers σ � lp gives

μ =
μB

c′ρ0σd
; D =

μBTa

c′ρ0σd
, (31)

with Ta = σν/(πμB) and c′ ≈ 1.05 in d = 2.
We want to compare our predictions to numerical measurements of D and μ. The mobility is

computed from its definition equation (11) by applying a constant external force and measuring
the average velocity reached by the tracer. We ensured that we are in the linear regimes by

10
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Figure 5. Interacting passive bath. Left: mobility of the tracer measured as the response
to a pulling force small enough (here f = 0.03σ2) to be in the linear regime. Center:
diffusion coefficient measured by fitting the mean-squared displacement of the tracer at
late times. Right: mean-squared displacement as a function of mass for three different
values of the mass for k = 10, σ = 1. Parameters: m = 10 (except on the right), L = 100,
dt = 3 × 10−3.

Figure 6. Non-interacting and interacting active baths. Mobility (left) and diffusion
coefficient (center) measured as in figure 5. Parameters: m = 10 and either L = 150,
dt = 3 × 10−3 for σ < 1 or L = 15, dt = 3 × 10−4 for σ � 1. Right: pair correlation in
the bath showing that k = 10 corresponds to a much higher interaction level than in the
passive case (see text).

repeating the measurement for different values of the external force. The diffusivity is fitted
on the late-time mean squared displacement of the tracer, in absence of any external force. In
measuring D and μ, we make sure that we have reached the limit where the tracer is heavy, the
hypothesis used in the calculation of section 2. In practice, as exemplified in figure 5 (right)
for the diffusion coefficient, the variation with m is no more than a few percent and we found
that using m = 10 for all parameters is enough to ensure convergence.

The predictions are compared without any fitting parameter to the numerical simulations in
figure 5 for the passive bath and figure 6 for the active one. For the passive bath, the agreement
is prefect within numerical accuracy except for the expected deviation for tracers smaller than
the correlation length of the bath. In the active case of figure 6 the agreement is again perfect
when the tracer becomes large. At small σ, we find a systematic discrepancy of about 25% in
the non-interacting case, which can be explained by the approximation made in section 3.2.
Nonetheless, the theory captures the correct order of magnitude and, for D, the correct change
in behavior with D ∝ σ−1 at small σ and D ∝ σ−2 at large σ.

If the active particles in the bath are interacting, we expect the physics to be more complex
since there are three length scales in the system: the tracer size σ, the bath particle size and
the persistence length. However, in the limit of large σ, we expect the same argument leading
to equation (20) in the passive case to be applicable. Consistently, we observe numerically in
figure 6 that the values of D and μ do not depend on the interaction strength k for large σ. For

11
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Figure 7. Effect of the external fluid friction with coefficient γT on the mobility (left)
and diffusivity (right) for a non-interacting active bath and a tracer size σ = 1. On both
panels, the prediction curve is that of equation (29), using the γp and Dp measured at
γT = 0. Parameters: k = 0, m = 10, L = 150, dt = 3 × 10−3.

smaller σ, their values depend slightly on k but the asymptotic scalings μ ∝ σ−2 and D ∝ σ−1

are not modified. Note that the value of the interaction strength k = 10 corresponds in the
active case to a rather strong interaction with several peaks in the pair correlation function, as
shown in figure 6 (right) while it was close to the non-interacting limit in the passive case of
figure 1. This difference is not surprising. Indeed, for the ballistic motion of ABPs the overlap
δ between two particles is of order δ ≈ v/(μBk) while for the diffusive PBPs δ ≈

√
T/k so that

the active particles become effectively stiffer more rapidly than passive ones as k increases.
Let us finally consider the case when the external fluid acts on the tracer with a coefficient

γT �= 0. This is the most relevant case experimentally since the most common active particles
such as bacteria or self-propelled colloids move in a fluid. The mobility and diffusivity of the
tracer is then given by equation (29). To verify numerically this formula, we used the values
of γp and Dp measured when γT = 0 and extrapolate to γT �= 0 using equation (29). We see in
figure 7 that the agreement with direct measurements is perfect up to numerical accuracy.

5. Discussion

In deriving the Einstein relation, our approach based on the effective dynamics of the tracer
makes clear that the temperature T appearing in the Einstein relation for a passive bath
comes in through the ideal gas law when computing the force autocorrelation in section 3.
Although an active bath is not characterized by a single temperature, the mechanical pres-
sure is a perfectly well-defined quantity [43]. This leads us naturally to define an ‘active
temperature’ Ta as the quantity appearing in the ideal gas law and therefore appearing also
in the fluctuation–dissipation relation Dp = Taγp albeit this is only an approximation in the
active case.

When the tracer is subject to both thermal noise and the active bath, the temperatures asso-
ciated to the two processes do not simply add. Instead the coefficient in the Teff such that
D = μTeff reads from equation (13)

Teff =
TγT + Taγp

γT + γp
(32)

which features the damping coefficients due to the fluid and to the bath, respectively γT and γp.
Different regimes are then obtained depending on the parameters. When γT → 0, as in figure 6,
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the fluid does not affect the tracer so that Teff = Ta. When γT � γp but Taγp � TγT, the
damping is controlled by the fluid but the diffusivity comes from the active bath. As discussed
in the introduction, this is the regime in which most experiments are performed. One then has
Teff = Taγp/γT. Ultimately, when γT � γp and TγT � Taγp, we reach a passive limit with
Teff = T .

Finally, let us remark that for large tracers the values of D and μ appear universal for both
passive and active baths. In this limit we obtained

μ =
μB

cρ0σd
; D =

DB

cρ0σd
; (33)

where the only effect of the bath is through the bare (i.e. single particle) mobility and diffu-
sion coefficient μB and DB. This is in stark contrast to simple equilibrium fluids, where the
Stokes–Einstein relation connects the diffusivity of a large, heavy tracer to the bath’s viscosity
D ∝ 1/η (in 3d). While there is no viscosity for Brownian baths as momentum is not conserved
and therefore not relevant on hydrodynamic scales, one still might suspect that collective prop-
erties of the bath affect a tracer’s dynamics. However, we have observed that large tracers are
blind to the collective transport properties of the bath, which can be accessed only using trac-
ers that are smaller than the correlation length of a passive bath or the persistence length of an
active one. We believe that our understanding of this issue would benefit from a mode-coupling
analysis like that carried out in reference [45] to derive the Stokes–Einstein relation from the
microscopic Hamiltonian dynamics, where it was shown that one must actually include all
higher-order modes to correctly extract the Stokes–Einstein relation.

Note that in this article we have considered only pairwise interaction between bath particles.
For active particles, other types of interaction such as quorum-sensing or nonreciprocal ones are
possible and more complex phenomena such as flocking and motility-induced phase separation
could happen in the bath. The dynamics of a tracer in these complex fluids is an open problem.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the effective tracer dynamics using projection
operators

In this appendix, we review the projection operator technique for extracting the reduced
equations for the tracer particle. The methodology is standard [29, 30, 39], with our derivation
following closely the original exposition for equilibrium fluids [40].

The probability distribution for the joint position of the tracer in its phase space (R, P)
and the positions of the overdamped Brownian bath particles {ri} evolves according the
Fokker–Planck equation [29]

∂tP(R, P, ri) = LTP(R, P, ri) + LBP(R, P, ri), (A.1)
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where the tracer dynamics are generated by the Fokker–Planck operator

LT = − 1
m
∇R · P −∇P

(
F − γT

m
P
)
+ DT∇2

P (A.2)

and the bath dynamics are generated by one of two operators depending on whether they are
passive (PBP) or active (ABP)

LB =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

−μB

∑
i

∇ri · (fi − Fi) + DB∇2
ri

(PBP)

−μB

∑
i

∇ri · (fi − Fi) − v∇ri · ui + Dr∂
2
θi

(ABP).
(A.3)

Within the projection-operator formalism we assume that the bath relaxation time is fast
compared to the tracer relaxation time. Thus, we expect that with the tracer fixed, the bath will
quickly relax to its steady state distribution conditioned on the position of the tracer πB(ri|R)
given as the solution of

LBπB(ri|R) = 0. (A.4)

We will assume that this distribution is unique, or, put another way, the null space of LB is one
dimensional. We will also find it convenient to introduce a notation for steady-state averages
with the tracer fixed as 〈A〉B =

∫ ∏
i dri A(ri)πB(ri|R).

To exploit this separation of time-scales we introduce a projection operator that projects the
bath distribution onto the fixed-tracer steady-state distribution

PP(R, P, ri) = πB(ri|R)
∫ ∏

i

dri P(R, P, ri) ≡ πB(ri|R)ρ(R, P), (A.5)

as well as the orthogonal projector Q = I − P , where I is the identity operator. Note, that as
is required for a useful projection operator, it projects away the bath dynamics

LBP = PLB = 0, (A.6)

which can be verified from the definitions of the operators.
We next apply P and Q to (A.1) from the left, and insert the identity operator I = P +Q

to the right of the Fokker–Planck operators to obtain the pair of equations for the relevant part
PP and irrelevant part QP,

∂tPP = PLTPP + PLTQP (A.7)

∂tQP = QLBQP +QLTPP +QLTQP, (A.8)

where we have suppressed the arguments of the probability distribution to avoid cluttering the
equations. Typically at this point one solves the equation for the irrelevant part QP formally
and substitutes it back into the equation for the relevant part PP [30]. To obtain a manageable
equation, one then typically makes the uncontrolled Markov approximation. Here, we will take
a slightly more circuitous route that gives the same results, but has the advantage of making
the approximations more clear.

To this end, let us formally introduce a small parameter ε � 1 into the equation for the
irrelevant part QP to make explicit the time-scale separation between fast bath and slow tracer
dynamics:

∂tQP =
1
ε
QLBQP +QLTPP +QLTQP. (A.9)
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At the end, we will set ε = 1. We can now look for a perturbative solution of the form

QP = q(0) + εq(1) + · · · (A.10)

Substituting this into (A.9), we can now solve order by order in ε. At lowest order we find

QLBq(0) = (1 − P)LBq(0) = LBq(0) = 0, (A.11)

upon using (A.6). This equation implies that q(0) is in the null space of LB. However, by
definition QP is orthogonal to the null space of LB. Thus, the only solution is q(0) = 0. At
the next order we have

QLBq(1) +QLTPP = 0. (A.12)

We can solve this formally, to get the first nontrivial solution for the irrelevant part

QP ≈ q(1) = Q
∫ ∞

0
ds eLBsQLTPP, (A.13)

now setting ε = 1 as it is no longer needed.
Having approximated the irrelevant part of the dynamics, we can derive a closed equation

for the relevant dynamics by substituting (A.13) into (A.7),

∂tPP = PLTPP + PLTQ
∫ ∞

0
ds eLBsQLTPP. (A.14)

We now turn to evaluating each term using the definitions of the operators. The first term
represents the Eulerian part of the dynamics:

PLTPP = P
[
− 1

m
∇RP −∇P

(
F − γT

m
P
)
+ DT∇2

P

]
πBρ (A.15)

= PπB

[
−P

m
(∇R ln πB) − 1

m
∇RP −∇P

(
F − γT

m
P
)
+ DT∇2

P

]
ρ (A.16)

= πB

[
−P

m
〈∇R ln πB〉B − 1

m
∇RP −∇P

(
〈F〉B − γT

m
P
)
+ DT∇2

P

]
ρ

(A.17)

= πB

[
− 1

m
∇RP +

γT

m
∇PP + DT∇2

P

]
ρ, (A.18)

where in the last line we used the assumed spherical symmetry of the tracer-bath force to set
〈F〉B = 0 and the fact that 〈∇R ln πB〉B = 0, as πB is normalized. For the second dissipative
term we evaluate the effect of the operators one at a time:

PLTQ eLBsQLTPP (A.19)

= PLTQ eLBsQπB

[
− P

m
〈∇R ln πB〉B − 1

m
∇RP −∇P

(
〈F〉B − γT

m
P
)
+ DT∇2

P

]
ρ (A.20)
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= PLTQ eLBsπB

[
−P

m
(∇R ln πB) −∇PF

]
ρ (A.21)

= PLT eLBsπB

[
−P

m
(∇R ln πB) −∇PF

]
ρ (A.22)

= P
[
− 1

m
∇RP −∇P

(
F − γT

m
P
)
+ DT∇2

P

]
eLBsπB

×
[
−P

m
(∇R ln πB) −∇PF

]
ρ (A.23)

= πB

[
∇P

〈
F eLBs∇R ln πB

〉
B

P
m

+∇P
〈
F eLBsF

〉
B
∇P

]
ρ. (A.24)

Thus,

PLTQ
∫ ∞

0
ds eLBsQLTPP = πB

[
∇P · γ̂p ·

P
m

+∇P · D̂p · ∇P

]
ρ, (A.25)

having identified

γ̂p =

∫ ∞

0

〈
F eLBs∇R ln πB

〉
B

ds =
∫ ∞

0
〈F(s)∇R ln πB(0)〉Bds (A.26)

D̂p =

∫ ∞

0

〈
F eLBsF

〉
Bds =

∫ ∞

0
〈F(s)F(0)〉Bds, (A.27)

which we recognize as operator representations of steady-state correlation functions. These
expressions can be simplified using spherical symmetry to conclude that they are both pro-
portional to the identify γ̂p = γp Î and D̂p = Dp Î and by replacing ∇R →−∇ due to the
translational invariance of the bath steady state, thereby arriving at (10).

Finally, putting everything together, we find a closed equation for the tracer dynamics

∂tρ =

[
− 1

m
∇RP +

γT + γP

m
∇P · P + (DT + Dp)∇2

P

]
ρ, (A.28)

where the equivalent Langevin equation is used in (9).

Appendix B. Exact force–force correlation for a passive particle in 2D

In this appendix, we solve the 2D diffusion equation around a disk in order to find an explicit
expression for g(t) (19), which captures the time-dependence of the correlation function of the
force on the tracer due to a bath of independent PBPs.

Determining the force correlation function is equivalent to finding the Green’s function for
a Brownian particle diffusing in an annulus of inner radius σ and outer radius L. For large
L, the shape of the region should be immaterial, allowing us to compare the results of this
analytical calculation to the simulations. Denoting the position of the particle as (r, θ) in polar
coordinates, we obtain the Green’s function as the solution of the diffusion equation for the
time-dependent probability distribution P(r, θ, t),

∂tP(r, θ, t) = ∇2P(r, θ, t) =
1
r
∂r [r∂rP(r, θ, t)] +

1
r2
∂2
θP(r, θ, t), (B.1)
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with delta-function initial condition at the point (r0, θ0) and no flux boundary conditions,

P(r, θ, 0) = δ(r − r0)δ(θ − θ0)/r0 (B.2)

∂rP(σ, θ, t) = ∂rP(L, θ, t) = 0, P(r, 0, t) = P(r, 2π, t). (B.3)

The solution can be obtained using an eigendecomposition

P(r, θ, t) =
∑
λ

e−λt fλ(r, θ) fλ(r0, θ0), (B.4)

where the eigenfunctions fλ satisfy

−λ f (r, θ) =
1
r
∂r [r∂r f (r, θ)] +

1
r2
∂2
θ f (r, θ). (B.5)

While the solution is well known in general, imposing the no-flux boundary conditions requires
some delicate analysis, so we review the solution here.

To proceed we look for separable solutions fλ(r, θ) = R(r)Θ(θ). Substituting this ansatz
into (B.5), we find that the pair of functions R and Θ must satisfy

∂2
θΘ(θ) + l2Θ(θ) = 0 (B.6)

r2∂2
r R(r) + r∂rR(r) +

(
λr2 − l2

)
R(r)2 = 0, (B.7)

where the constantsλ and l are fixed by the boundary conditions. To satisfy the periodic bound-
ary condition, Θ(0) = Θ(2π), we find that l = n with n ∈ N and then (B.6) has two possible
solutions

Θ(θ) =

{
cos(nθ)

sin(nθ),
(B.8)

when n �= 0 and is simply Θ(θ) = 1 when n = 0.
With l = n an integer, we recognize that (B.7) is Bessel’s equation, whose solution can be

written in terms of nth order Bessel functions of the first Jn and second Yn kind,

R(r) = AJn(
√
λr) + BYn(

√
λr), (B.9)

where the constants A and B are fixed by imposing the no-flux boundary conditions (∂rR(σ) =
∂rR(L) = 0):

AJ′n(
√
λσ) + BY ′

n(
√
λσ) = 0 (B.10)

AJ′
n(
√
λL) + BY ′

n(
√
λL) = 0. (B.11)

To have nontrivial solutions for A and B the two equations must be linearly dependent, which
will only be true when the determinant vanishes,

∣∣∣∣∣J
′
n(
√
λσ) Y ′

n(
√
λσ)

J′
n(
√
λL) Y ′

n(
√
λL)

∣∣∣∣∣ = J′
n(
√
λσ)Y ′

n(
√
λL) − J′

n(
√
λL)Y ′

n(
√
λσ) = 0.

(B.12)
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This is the required condition to fix the eigenvalues λ. To exploit this, let us define the zeros
αnm of the determinant equation as

J′
n(αnmσ)Y ′

n(αnmL) − J′
n(αnmL)Y ′

n(αnmσ) = 0. (B.13)

Then the eigenvalues are λ = α2
nm, and our solution becomes

R(r) = AJn(αnmr) + BYn(αnmr). (B.14)

We can now fix one of the constants using either of the boundary conditions (B.10) and (B.11),
as they are now linearly dependent. The radial component of the eigenfunction is then

Rnm(r) = Jn(αnmr)Y ′
n(αnmL) − Yn(αnmr)J′

n(αnmL), (B.15)

as long n > 0 and m > 0. However, when n = 0, then λ = 0 is a possible solution. In this case,
R00(r) = 1.

Putting it all together and normalizing, we find for our eigenfunctions

fnm(r, θ) =
1

πNnm
Rnm(r) ×

{
cos(nθ)

sin(nθ)
n, m � 1 (B.16)

f0m(r, θ) =
1

2πN0m
R0m(r), n = 0, m � 1 (B.17)

f 00(r, θ) =
1

π(L2 − σ2)
, n = m = 0, (B.18)

where we have introduced the normalization Nnm =
∫ L
σ Rnm(r)2r dr. Substituting into (B.4), we

arrive at our final expression for the Green’s function

P(r, θ, t|r0, θ0, 0) =
1

π(L2 − a2)
+

1
2π

∑
m�1

e−α2
0mt R0m(r)R0m(r0)

N0m
(B.19)

+
1
π

∑
n,m�1

e−α2
nmt Rnm(r)Rnm(r0)

Nnm
(cos(nθ) cos(nθ0)

+ sin(nθ) sin(nθ0)) .

(B.20)

With the Green’s function in hand, all that is left is to obtain g(t) is to evaluate the integral
in (19) for a tracer of radius σ = 1 in two dimensions,

g(t) =
∫ 2π

0
cos(θ)P(1, θ, t|1, 0, 0)dθ. (B.21)

We observe that cos(θ) is orthogonal to every eigenfunction except when n = 1. As a result,

g(t) =
∑
m�1

e−α2
1mt R1m(1)2

N1m
. (B.22)

Data in figures were generated by numerically approximating this sum using the first 1000
nonzero eigenvalues for parameter values σ = 1 and L = 25.
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